commissioner

Manuel Retires

Shortly before this issuewas scheduled to be printed, Fish and Wildlife commissioner Glenn H. Manuel announced his intention to retire at the end of September.
In his statement to the news media, the commissioner said he is leaving the post
to devote full-time attention to his 454-acreAroostook county farm. "Thereare reasons
the farm needs more of my supervision this year," not the least of which is the 95-acre
potato crop soon to be harvested.
Appointed by Governor Joseph E. Brennan, Manuel has headed the Inland Fisheries
and Wildlife Department for over six years.
Manuel said he is leaving "with the
satisfaction that Maine's wildlife and
fisheries resourcesare in better shape than
when I took office, excellent shape in most
cases."
He describes his department, which
two years ago was in the midst of the most
severebudget crisis in its history, as in "good
financial condition, for now. we had more
than $2 million in cash operating reserve last
June 30, which is the level we have been trying to achieve:'

commissioner Clenn H. Manuel

The commissioner cautioned that while
his department's short-term financial
outlook is good, it will again be in "severe
financial condition within two years unless
steps are taken to revamp our current funding orovrstons: He repeated his call for
General Fund support for the Fish and
Wildlife Department, which historically has
been funded with revenues from the sale
of hunting and fishing licenses.

Manuel said that while his present staff of 290 employees is about 40 fewer than
when he took office, "I honestly believe we are doing a better job today of managing
the state's resources and serving the public than we did previously:'
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Are The Stricter
~Rules Working?
_,___,,;.....,

by Patrick 0. Corr
Illustration courtesy Gene Whitney

T.REEHUNTING SEASONS have
passed since 1982, when Maine Fish andWildlife
Commissioner Glenn Manuel pushed for a moratorium on black duck hunting in the Atlantic
Flyway. Although no significant action was taken

by other states that year, Maine's Waterfowl Advisory Council sided with Commissioner Manuel
to change regulations to provide some measure of
relief to black ducks breeding in Maine.
Since 1982, other states (and federal wildlife
agencies) have acknowledged that the black duck
is indeed in trouble; they have, for instance, supported a compromise plan, implemented in the
United States in 1983 and in Canada in 1984
which proposed to reduce the black duck harvest
by at least 25 percent for three to five years. Many
biologists believe that this plan will halt the longterm decline in black duck numbers and even
I

The author is the department's
research leader.

migratory bird
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reverse the population's downward trend (as
measured by the annual mid-winter inventory,
which has since the mid-1950s provided an index
to waterfowl populations and distributions in the
United States).
On the other hand, there are just as many biologists who still believe that rebuilding of continental black duck populations could be achieved faster
and more effectively by a closure of black duck
hunting for a three- to five-year period. The debate
goes on! And sportsmen ask, ''What is happening
with our black ducks? ''What is Canada doing to
help? ''What have other states done to reduce their
kill? "Have our regulations been effective?"
These questions are slowly being answered but the answers must be based on more than one
year's information. Estimates of production, annual kill, and population are affected by many
variables; their impacts are difficult to determine,
so information must be collected and evaluated
carefully, and over a period of years.
For example: the economy affects hunter opportunity and success; weather affects waterfowl production and behavior, and the ability of managers
to measure populations; regulations affect harvest,
numbers of hunters, and hunter behavior. All such
variables will affect the estimates of annual harvest
and winter populations.
WHAT HAS MAINE DONE BY REGULATION?
In 1982: we attempted to achieve a 50 percent
reduction in the total black duck kill. The regulation called for bag limit reductions in the inland
zone (Management Units 1-5), allowing one black
duck per day for 50 days. In addition, the early
coastal season (Management Units 6-8) was closed
to black duck hunting; two blacks per day were
allowed during the 34-day late season. The basic
daily bag limit was four waterfowl per day.
Unfortunately, the desired 50 percent reduction
was not achieved with this plan; an overall 26 percent reduction in the Maine black duck kill was
achieved, compared to the previous five-year
average harvest, but more needed to be done.
In 1983: the commissioner further curtailed
black duck seasons by shortening the inland zone
season (for black duck only) by 14 days. The regular
season opened Oct. 1, but black ducks were not
legal until Oct. 15, after which hunters were allowed one bird per day. Again, black duck gunning in
the coastal zone was restricted to late season only, but the daily bag limit for blacks was dropped
from two to one per day.
Selection of a one-bird black duck bag limit provided Maine waterfowlers the opportunity for a
five-duck-per-day basic bag limit in 1983, one more
Maine Fish and Wildlife-Summer
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than in previous seasons. This regulation resulted
in a 45 percent reduction in the black duck harvest,
compared to the 1977-81 average.
In 1984: the waterfowl season was identical to
1983. Kill and hunting pressure data from this
season were not available when this issue went to
press, but results similar to 1983 s are expected.
1

WHAT HAVE OTHER STATES DONE?
In 1983, the United States Fish and Wildlife Service called for individual states to tailor their
regulations in such a way as to reduce the black
duck kill by 25 percent from the 1977-81 average.
Maine was already ahead in this strategy, which
allowed different regulations in individual states,
as long as they achieved the desired kill reduction.
Although impacts on a state-by-state basis varied
quite a bit, the overall kill in the Atlantic Flyway
was reduced by 37 percent (the 1983 kill was
154, 100; the 1977-81 average was 246, 156) ! But
results from the same strategy in the Mississippi
Flyway were disappointing; in fact, a slight increase in the kill was recorded there.
WHAT HAS CANADA DONE?
The Canadian
Wildlife Service ( CWS)
acknowledged the need to reduce the black duck
kill in 1983, and began a public information program that year. This effort was designed to inform
Canadian waterfowlers of the black duck's status
and of proposed planned management actions.
In 1984, the CWS initiated regulations, tailored
by individual province, to reduce black duck
harvests. These changes were geared to bag limit
restrictions; bag limit cuts were greatest in Ontario
and western Quebec, where large declines in
breeding black duck numbers had been noted.
The waterfowl bag limit for Canada in 1984 was
six ducks per day - but in parts of Ontario, only
one black duck was allowed. Provincial bag limits
included one (Ontario), two (western Quebec), four
(Maritime Provinces), and six (Labrador).
Canadian efforts to reduce black duck kills will
be evaluated after the results of the 1984 season
are available. Expanded banding programs, designed to measure changeszn recovery and harvest
rates for black ducks, are now in place. This information comes in slowly, however; band reporting
and data entry often lag one or two years behind.
EFFECT ON MAINE BLACK DUCK HARVEST
The 1982 regulations reduced the overall Maine
black duck kill by 26 percent from the previous
five-year average (Table 1). This reduction, when
apportioned between early and late seasons,
showed some surprises. For instance, the kill prior
3

Table 1. Maine Black Duck Kill, 1977 to 1983.

Date
October I-November
(Percent Change)

10

1977-81
Mean

% of
Total

13,540

66

1983
Number

% of
Total

1,481
~

13

62

9,811

87

2

0

0

1982
Number

% of
Total

5,542

36
-73%

-59%
-89%

November 11-December 20
(Percent Change)

6,155

9,401

30
+53%

59%
Unknown Date
Total Season Harvest

820

246

4

4

45%

26%

Reduction from 1977-81 Mean

to Nov. 10 dropped by 59 percent, but the kill after
Nov. 10 increased by 53 percent.
The bag limit reduction in the inland zone appeared to produce little change in actual kill from
this important breeding population; the restriction
on coastal gunning in October simply shifted more
effort into the late season. Because these regulations fell short of the desired goal, further restrictions were implemented in 1983.
The 1983 regulations eliminated 14 days from
the inland zone black duck season. This regulation
resulted in an 89 percent reduction in black duck
kill prior to Nov. 10 (compared to the previous fiveyear average).
The bag limit in the coastal zone during the 1983
late season was cut to one bird per day. Once again,
the bag limit change appeared to have little impact
on total kill. In fact, the 1983 late season coastal
black duck kill was 59 percent above the previous
five-year average! Overall, a reduction of 45 percent from the previous five-year average was
achieved.
This regulation was successful in significantly
reducing the early season harvest; it nearly
achieved the desired 50 percent overall reduction.
Although the late season kill was higher than the
previous five-year average, these regulations were
not changed for the 1984 season, for the following
reasons:
1) Both inland and coastal zone hunting
opportunity were curtailed by 14 or 15
days.
2) Bag limits in both zones were identical.
3) Maine's locally reared birds were
offered a degree of protection during
October.
4) The overall state kill was reduced by 45
percent.
5) Results from this regulation exceeded
the minimum established for Maine by

11,292

15,189

20,515

the United States Fish and Wildlife
Service.
The department's recommendation in 1984 was
to continue this harvest strategy for the remaining period established by the federal government.
This is necessary to adequately evaluate the impact of harvest restrictions on black duck populations. Unless a drastic change occurred in the 1984
black duck harvest, season length and bag limit
recommendations for 1985 will be identical to
those for 1983 and 1984.
AFFECT ON OTHER IMPORTANT SPECIES
IN MAINE KILL
Single species protection via regulations obviously has impact on the kill of other waterfowl.
Maine's reduced black duck season has shifted
hunter effort to other ducks. Table 2 presents kill
data for eight species and for the overall waterfowl
harvest. Increased harvests from the 1979-81
average were noted for all species in 1983 except
hooded mergansers and black ducks.
At this time, waterfowl biologists are concerned
that a 46 percent increase in wood duck harvest
and a 200 percent increase in eider harvest has ocTable 2.
Maine Waterfowl Harvest for Selected Species, 1979-1983.

1979-81
Mean

1982

1983*

Mallard Duck
Black Duck
Green-winged Teal
Blue-winged Teal
Wood Duck
Ring-necked Duck
Eider Duck
Hooded Merganser

5,043
19,321
6,888
2,245
10,629
3,087
7,071
1,499

4,044
15,126
9,004
1,102
11,420
3,932
14,819
983

6,226
11,293
11,030
3,009
15,494
4,361
22,436
1,197

Total Waterfowl**

75,571

75,033

94,186

Species

*Preliminary (based on waterfowl stamp sales through March 1984)
•*Includes above species plus all others.
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curred. The daily bag limit change to five birds per
day, and a shift toward eider duck hunting, have
also resulted in a 25 percent increase in total duck
kill in 1983 (compared to the 1979-81 average state
harvest).
Continuation of black duck restrictions will
likely result in further hunter shifts to other
species. These increasing kills of other species are
being closely followed during this period.
WHAT WILL HAPPEN NEXT?
We are now two years into the three- to five-year
program proposed by the United States Fish and
Wildlife Service; the regulations in effect appear to
be achieving the stated goal for Atlantic Flyway
harvest reduction. Figure 1 shows long-term winter
inventory trends. Two years of winter inventory
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necessary. At that time, Maine will not stand alone
in asking for complete protection for black ducks.
Commissioners from other states will likely join
in working for protection via closed seasons on
black ducks.
IF POPULATION APPEARS TO BE INCREASING: in the event that the black duck population
begins to increase slowly with the reduced harvest
level after the three- to five-year program, we
would propose to continue black duck kills at low
levels until some stated population level is
achieved. Maine should then propose changes in
regulations which would permit continued increases to the population.
Low-level black duck harvest could be continued
with some changes that might better satisfy hunter
interests. Some examples of possible alternatives
are:
1. Returning to a two-black-duck-per-day
limit for some limited period.
2. Regulating seasons in the inland zone
by managing Units 1-3, and 4&5,
separately.
3. Restricting the black duck season in
early October for the inland zone.
4. Reducing the number of hunting days
in coastal zone, but with a two-bird-perday limit.
If return to a high population level is desired in
the shortest possible time, a closed season on black
duck hunting would be appropriate at this time.
Atlantic Flyway waterfowl hunters will have to
make this decision.
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Figure 1. Winter survey trend for Black Duck.

data following harvest restrictions for the Atlantic Flyway have shown little change (up 13 percent
from 1983 to 1984, down 3 percent from 1984 to
1985). It is hoped that two or three more years will
show an upward trend in black duck numbers but no such trend is evident at this time.
We are at a point where further bag limit reductions in the Atlantic and Mississippi Flyways are
not possible. The only effective regulatory action
left, short of closed seasons, would be reductions
in the number of days available for black duck
hunting.
IF NO UPWARD TREND IS SHOWN: if it is
determined that the population has not responded
to the reduced harvest regulations initiated in the
United States in 1983, further protection will be

Maine Fish and Wildlife-Summer 1985

1)

2)
3)
4)

5)

WHAT CAN THE MAINE
WATERFOWLER DO NOW?
Continue to support your department's
efforts to produce and protect Mainereared black ducks.
Honor the restrictions imposed on
black duck hunting.
Voluntarily restrict your hunting to
other species.
Shift to the use of non-toxic shot for
waterfowl hunting (all studies have
shown this Th be an effective and
necessary action to improve conditions
for our waterfowl in the future, including the black duck).
Support programs and legislation which
will protect wetlands and other habitats. These vital areas are constantly being sought for other uses. A drained or
filled wetland may be lost to waterfowl
forever.
•
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Droppings
usually
312 toare
thick

1

3/4"

and one to two
inches
lor-q.
They consist of
matted
hair,
small bones and
mouse skulls.
Can be found at
the base of large
trees.

CLUES

Try to figure out which animal

left these clues. Answers are on
the next page.

Their houses consist
of cattails, marsh
grasses, etc. Floating bits of
stem and leaves can be
found nearby.

4
gnawed
all
around
1stemBark
- close to

,~"" -?-'

the ground. Tiny
tooth marks can be

Droppings on log are
about 1/2 inch long.

seen.

w~~~
5

Scratchinqs are sometimes about two inches
across. Shed feathers and
droppings can also be
found in the vicinity.

Trees are chewed
like these. Usually
found near water.

2

These small mud chimneys can be found
6
along streams and are quite
small high.

6

about 1112" to 2"
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Letters should be sent to:
Patricia Hogan, KID-BITS Editor
Maine Fish and Wildlife Magazine
284 State Street, Sta. #41
Augusta, ME 04333

Answers (hold this up to a mirror to
read them):
9euoM . I
ernsb tot apol .boot 19vs98 .S
lwO .8
ts1)leuM .f:>.

A hard woody ball of
various sizes that is
found on trees.

7

98UOl8

.c

rleit'{s1:) .a
,eti8-bi:>i 998 (eupnu) to eqvr) ells8 .\
9lilbliW .i8 rlei'=i 9nisM e·rn I gni1q8
rtoooosfi .8
gud91ttiq8 .e
9niquo109 .0 I
lS98 .II

Droppings consist mainly of
berries vary in length
from one inch to two
inches long.

8

Flat footed tracks
can be seen along
waters edge. Look
for scratches on tree
bark.

Bark has been chewed off
of the tree trunk and its
branches. Droppings about the
size of deer droppings. There are
usually bits of twigs and branches
on the ground.

10

11

Broken or bent branches on
berry bearing trees or shrubs.

Stumps or logs that
have been torn
open.
Look for claw marks and
bark that has been chewed
on a tree.
Little bits
9
of foam
on grass and
other vegetation.
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Editor's Note: Peat is one of Maine's
more abundant but least known natural
resources. Said to be the last true
wilderness areas in the East, the state's
peatlands also offer considerable potential as sources of peat for fuel and
agriculture. With increasing interest in
development of that potential, important
decisions will have to be made about the
future of these unique ecosystems. To
help foster appreciation for other values
of peatlands, we offer the following article on peatland wildlife. It will be
followed, in the winter issue, with an
article on peatland flora.

ET.

Black as night,
rapacious as quicksand, pungent
as rotten eggs-it is the essence
and substrate of all peatlands.
Many have avoided it, some
have abhorred it, few have
adored it. Alderman, an industrial explorer of Canada,
said, "It just lies there, smeared
across Canada like leprosy.''
In the acidic, waterlogged,
anaerobic environment that is
typical of peatlands, dead plant
material decomposes slowly,
forming peat. Peat holds the
pollen of yesterday's forests, the
molecules of today's contaminants, the history of a
peatland' s evolution, and the
promise of a ' new'' source of
fuel. It takes thousands of years
to create, but can be burned in a
few hours.
Peatlands of varying types
cover between 100, 000 and
200,000 hectares (300,000500, 000 acres) of Maine, and
The author, a master's candidate in
wildlife management at the University of Maine at Orono, is particularly interested in nongame research
and management and conservation
education.
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Habitat For
Thousands

••

by Sarah S. Stockwell
Photos by the author

range in area from 20 to more
than 2,000 hectares. Most have
formed in basins or river valleys
that have restricted drainage.
Because peatlands depend
largely on precipitation for their
nutrient input, there are few
nutrients available in the peat
for plant growth. But those
plants that have adapted to grow
in peatlands are some of the
most spectacular and unusual
species in Maine!
Delicate orchids, insect-eating
pitcher plants and sundews, and
beautifully gnarled and wizened
trees attract the attention of
even the casual observer. Late in
May, before the leaves have had
a chance to unfold, fiery pink
blossoms of rhodora blanket
some peatlands and stir the
heart of a visitor who glimpses
the blossoms dripping with dew
in the early morning light. It is
these unusual plants that have
attracted naturalists to peatlands
in the past.
Today, peatlands also offer a
chance for an enchanting return
to a peace once forgotten and a
place seldom if ever traversed by
another human. In Maine, peat-

lands are the only extensive
naturally-occurring open spaces
in a sea of forest-they are a
claustrophobic's delights! It is a
harsh environment, howeverwinds in the winter blow
uninterrupted, and frost in the
ground doesn't thaw until June.
It is a naked, revealing land, and
it is scintillating in its openness. Peatlands-the last true
wildernesses east of the
Mississippi River. Could they be
the same diseased lands that
Alderman described?
Peatlands need not delight
only the botanist and wilderness
adventurer. Contrary to earlier
predictions that peatlands are
depauperate landforms, of no
possible interest to the wildlife
enthusiast, a myriad of creatures, large and small, use and
inhabit peatlands. I have been
studying wildlife of peatlands in
Maine for three years, and have
had to learn the songs of more
than 100 birds just to identify
those that frequent Maine
peatlands. This is two to three
times the number of songs I
Ponds in Davis Bog, sunset.
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would have had to learn had I
been censusing birds in forest
communities of Maine. Moreover, nearly every small mammal and frog that occurs in
Maine occurs in Maine peatlands. Many of our game
animals also travel through
peatlands and occasionally use
them for resting or foraging.
Undoubtedly, the most
remarkable discovery emerging
from my research has been the
great diversity of species present
in peatlands, compared with
other Maine ecosystems. The
most likely explanation for this
phenomenon is that many
''plant communities'
or vegetation types, occur in a relatively
small area. A peatland as small
as 75 acres is commonly composed of four distinctly different
types of vegetation. One 345acre peatland I studied had six
different types of vegetation in
it. Different species of birds,
small mammals, and amphibians, attracted to different
environmental conditions present in each of the vegetation
types, result in the great diversity of species we observe in
peatlands.
11

B

!RDS ARE UNDOUBTEDLY the most conspicuous wildlife in peatlands. If
one tunes an ear to the
"silence", one will almost inevitably hear the calls or songs
of several species. I remember
clearly now, even as I sit at my
desk in the middle of winter,
the omnipresent voice of the
yellowthroat-''witchitywitchity-witchity' '-and the
buzzy trill of the palm warbler.
In the early morning hours of
May and June, as birds are waking and frost still covers the
foliage, one may be nearly
deafened by the din of myriad
voices singing and calling, each
with its own distinctive tune.
10

Trying to identify each singer by
species at these times is an
overwhelming, yet exhilarating,
task. The collective vibrant
energy of these birds calling to
their mates repeatedly awed me.
I would stand motionless,
unable to record data, overwhelmed by the cacophony.
Later in the morning, songs are
not as abundant, and in the
mid-afternoon heat of the open
peatland, sometimes not one
bird sings.
Distribution of birds in
peatlands can be predicted by
patterns of vegetation-foliage
height diversity. Foliage height
diversity increases as the
number of vegetation layers and
the volume of foliage in each
layer increases. In other words,
a high-rise apartment building
with every room occupied would
have a higher diversity than a
three-story building with only
half its rooms filled. As foliage
height diversity increases, bird
species composition changes,
species richness (number of
species) increases, and overall
bird density increases. Species
composition is most dissimilar
among those vegetation types
with less than 25 percent tree
cover and those with greater
than a 25 percent tree cover.
Thus, as one walks from the
edge of a peatland into the interior, one should be alert not
only to changes in vegetation
but also to changes in birdlife.
In the moat, or lagg, where
hardwoods grow above a rich
understory of herbs, ferns, and
shrubs, you can expect to see or
hear northern waterthrushes,
Canada warblers, great-crested
and least flycatchers, and rosebreasted grosbeaks. My favorite,
the Canada warbler, issues an
explosive note followed by a
liquid melody when it sings,
and the black necklace draped
on the yellow breast of the male
is unmistakeable.

Tall spruce and tamarack form
a dense canopy above a moss
carpet in the forested bog. Here,
a chorus of black-and-white,
blackburnian, Cape May, parula,
Nashville, and Tennessee
warblers greet you. The ears of
an attentive listener are required
to identify individual melodies.
Songs and calls of goldencrowned kinglets, purple
finches, hermit thrushes, and
blue jays add to the
pande . . nonium. Occasionally,
the drum of a black-backed
three-toed woodpecker adds
rhythm to the chorus.
Of all the vegetation types,
we can expect to find the
greatest number of species in
the wooded heath. The diverse
pattern of foliage in this vegetation type is likely responsible
for attracting so many different
kinds of birds. Here, numerous
species of warblers are common,
including the Nashville, Tennessee, black-and-white,
magnolia, chestnut-sided, palm,
and Wilson's.
Magnolia warblers have a vast
repertoire of songs that sound
similar to many other species; a
short chase is often required for
positive identification. In any
case, the chase is rewarded by
viewing this dashing bird. With
its black, white, and yellow
feathers overlaid in a bold
design, it can be recognized at
once by the black robber's
mask, large white wingbars, and
black streaks inlaid on a bright
yellow breast.
The palm warbler is less attractive from afar, but is well
worth hunting down for a better
look, as it is one of the few bird
species that claim peatlands as
their preferred home. Its buzzy
trill is quite common to hear in
most peatlands. It builds its nest
on the ground in a hummock of
sphagnum moss, and can be
easily recognized in flight by its
white outer tail feathers. It also
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Shrub heath.

distinctive habit of wagging its
tail when perched. If disturbed,
it rapidly approaches and menacingly scolds!
Warblers share the wooded
heath with cedar waxwings, hermit thrushes, great-crested and
olive-sided flycatchers, and purple finches. Cedar waxwings
wander throughout peatlands
looking for fruits of various
shrubs. Flycatchers also have
large territories, and often the
ascending "wheep" of one greatcrested and the whistling "quick
three beers of one olive-sided
can be heard over much of a
peatland.
In the open expanses of the
shrub heath, bird diversity and
density are low. In this type of
vegetation, dwarf heath shrubs
11
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wooded heath.
cover a hummocky moss surface, and stunted trees only
rarely obscure the horizon.
White-throated sparrows and
Nashville, palm, and yellowthroat warblers are the most
common species in the shrub
heath.
Lincoln's sparrows also are
found here, although they are
never abundant. It is here where
you can expect to hear that
unusual melodic and bubbly
song that is so indicative of the
Lincoln's sparrow and so unlike
other sparrows. Once you hear
it, you will want to follow it to
get a glimpse of this special
bird. You will have a better
chance of seeing it in a peatland
than in any other habitat. But
be advised-with its drab brown
1985

Forested bog.
coloring and elusive habits, it is
difficult to locate. It frequently
hops about at the base of
gnarled spruce or tamarack
shrubs, and ceases singing as
you draw near. .

BECAUSEOF ITS
OPENNESS, as well as the
presence of pools in some peatlands, you will probably see
species in the shrub heath that
you will rarely or never see
elsewhere. I once had the good
fortune to watch a kestrel
swoop on a small mammal and
carry it off. On a different occasion, I almost stepped on a
roosting barred owl, which had
settled itself into the sphagnum
carpet and only stirred when I
11

Red-winged blackbird nest.

Leopard frog (Rana ptplens ptplensr from
Beaver Pond string Bog, right top;
American toad mufo americanus) from
Ellis Bog, right bottom.

Beaver lodge and trough, Burpee
Brook Bog.

Deer mouse rPeromvscus maniculatusJ
from Holbrook Bog, left top; masked
shrew tsorex cinereus) from Crystal Fen,
left bottom.
Yellowthroat, right
top, and Lincoln's
sparrow, right bottom. Photos by Tom
Allen.

Ring-necked duck
brood using pond in a
bog. Photo by Jerry
Longcore.

was a footstep away. It was
within my reach as it flew off,
and had I not been so startled, I
surely could have touched it. I
believe it surprised me as much
as I surprised it!
Many hawks also patrol the
shrub heath; I have seen
goshawks, sharp-shinned hawks,
and Cooper's hawks pursuing
Maine Fish and Wildlife-Summer

smaller birds as potential meals.
Ring-necked and black ducks
rear their young on the small
pools of some peatlands, and
black ducks will even nest in
shrub heath more than a mile
away from water. With some
luck, you may even see the uncommon rusty blackbird feeding
near a pool.
1985

Other water birds can be
found along streams that flow
through peatlands. Spotted sandpipers, belted kingfishers, common and hooded mergansers,
great blue herons, wood ducks,
and common loons use the

(continued

on page 30)
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one method of incubating smelt
eggs is with a glass
plate, suspended in
the water column
until hatching.
smelt eggs are
adhesive to most
substances, and up
to 30,000 eggs can
be attached to
each plate.

Two-week-old smelt eggs are "eyed"
with the eyes visible through the
shell. Eggs are adhesive and are
shown here attached to burlap.

The smelt at the top is 6 months old and
about 3% inches. It was reared on natural
foods in an established pond. The smelts
at the bottom are the same age, but only
1% inches long, and were reared in a
newly constructed pond with a limited
food base. Fish hatched in June reached
up to 4 inches by December when food
supplies were adequate.

SMELT CULTURE •••
A one-month-old smelt has a large head, eyes and
mouth, but a skinny body.
sampling larval smelt in a newly constructed
pond using a towed plankton net.

by John R. Moring
Photos by the author

SPRINGTIME

IN

MAINE means ice-out, mud
season, the beginning of baseball
season, and the first canoe
races. It also means the season
for smelt.

The author is acting leader of the Maine
Cooperative Fishery Research Unit.
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Smelt are avidly sought by
anglers through the ice in late
winter and by dipnetters in early
spring. As a food fish, the rainbow smelt is considered by
many to be the winner in any
taste test.
Smelt are also valuable as a
forage fish, particularly for
salmon, lake trout (togue), and
brook trout. But the real economic potential of smelt in the
future may be their value as
baitfishes - the basis for a

'' ... the real economic potential of
smelt in the future may be their value
as bai tfishes ... ''
from as far away as Arkansas.
Maine has prohibited the importation of baitfish for more
than 25 years, to prevent the introduction of ''exotic'' species of
aquatic life that can be mixed
with baitfish, and to avoid
diseases that are unknown in
the state and which could be
transported via baitfish (see
articles by Peter G. Walker,
Maine Fish and Wildlife, Winter
1980-81 and Spring 1983).
Maine's ban upon baitfish importation may soon be tested for
constitutionality in the United
State Supreme Court.
Since smelt are potentially the
most valuable of these bait-

spawning, and can kill fish.
Transferring untreated eggs from
one location to another can
spread the disease to new waters
and new populations of smelt.
Anadromous (sea run) smelt
are generally larger and contain
more egg..., than freshwater
smelt, though both are the same
species (rainbow smelt,
Osmems mordax). Our best success has come from collecting
eggs and sperm at the stream
during the spring spawning runs,
returning to the laboratory, then
fertilizing and incubating the
eggs. Two techniques have
worked best for incubation: a
one-gallon glass jar, supplied

••• a new business for Maine?
potentially valuable aquaculture
industry in Maine.
The economics are not trivial.
A dozen live smelt commonly
cost $4.00 or $4.50, and, each
winter, prices in many areas
reach $7.50 per dozen. In some
of the remote areas of Maine
during the winter of 1983-84,
prices reached $12.00 per dozen!
A study by the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station showed
that the winter ice fishery is
worth almost $20 million to the
Maine economy. The baitfish
industry is part of that. The
supply of all baitfishes, particularly smelt, often fails to
meet the demand. As a result, a
few greedy and unscrupulous
bait dealers have smuggled baitfish into the state-sometimes
14

fishes, the Maine Cooperative
Fishery Research Unit at the
University of Maine has been
conducting experiments since
1979 on the fertilization and incubation of smelt eggs and the
feeding and culturing of young
smelt.
Initially, a variety of techniques was used for collecting
fertilized eggs. Smelt eggs are
adhesive, except to plastics. The
common management technique
of placing burlap sheets in
streams and transferring the
sheets to new waters works
well, but should not be done by
private citizens. Smelt in many
fresh water areas are infested
with a sporozoan called Glugea.
This organism can affect swimming and behavior, can prevent

with vigorous aeration, can hold
25,000 eggsi a glass plate with
styrofoam end pieces, designed
by Sam Chapman of the University's Darling Center, holds
30,000 eggs with adequate survival. Several of these plates are
suspended vertically in a tank,
which is supplied with vigorously aerated water.
In the wild, sea run smelt
enter fresh water to spawn, and
landlocked populations seek
tributaries or shallow areas in
lakes. At a water temperature of
9°C. (48°F.), it takes 14 to 25
days for the eggs to hatch. The
incubation time is shorter at
higher temperatures and longer
at lower temperatures. In our
tests, hatching success was 40
to 80 percent in fresh water and
Maine Fish and Wildlife-Summer
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brackish water, but was zero in
full-strength sea water.

'' Anadromous (sea run} smelt are
generally larger and contain more eggs
than freshwater smelt, though both
. b ow sme 1 t. ''
are .... rain

THE

INCUBATION and
hatching stages are relatively
easy, compared with the next
step - feeding the larval smelt.
The difficulty of providing the
right foods at the right stage in
smelt development is the main
problem preventing smelt
culture from becoming a wide-

spread aquaculture business. In
the wild, young smelt first feed
on small copepods and rotifers.
Over the years, our feeding experiments have included these
organisms, as well as other
forms of strained freshwater and
marine plankton, brine shrimp,
liver, emulsified egg yolk, and
finely ground Silver Cup (a commercial trout diet). In 1983,
Sam Chapman successfully
reared smelt in salt water by
first feeding them a species of
marine rotifer and then, after 30
days, wild marine zooplankton.
The technology is now available for artificial culture of
smelt, but it isn't an easy process. The rotifers must themselves be cultured, by feeding
them several types of algae. And
the algae must also be cultured,
beginning weeks before the
hatching of the smelt eggs. If
plankton are used, the samples
must be strained. Otherwise,
large copepods and rotifers eat
the young smelt, instead of beMaine Fish and Wildlife-Summer

ing eaten by them. Two commercial culturists in Maine have
been successful in weaning
larval smelt to a commercial
trout food - a technique that is

much more efficient and less
time-consuming than maintaining or collecting live, natural
foods.
In 1982, the Cooperative
Fishery Research Unit successfully raised smelt in small
farm ponds. Eyed eggs (the stage
at which the eyes are visible
through the egg shell) were
stocked in June in two farm
ponds. Each pond was about
one-half acre in area, and
neither contained other fishes.
One, near East Corinth, was
newly constructed and had
limited foods for smelt. The
other pond, near Waldoboro,
was an established pond, with a
rich food base.
By letting Mother Nature
handle the feeding responsibilities, we were able to raise

smelt to baitfish size in the
established pond in the first
year, before ice formed. Fish
reached lengths of three-andone-half to four inches in the
established pond, but only oneand-one-half to two inches in
the newly constructed pond
within six months. Apparently,
because there was less to eat in
the new pond, growth rates
were about half those of smelt
in the older pond.
We found only 12 orders of insects in the new pond, but 21
orders in the established pond.
Young smelt not only fed on
copepods, but also on midges
and other aquatic insects. If
smelt in the new pond could
have been fed artificial trout
food in the fall, perhaps the
growth rates would have been as
good as those in the established
farm pond.

EXPERIMENTS BY the
Cooperative Fishery Research
Unit over past years have shown
that it is possible to raise smelt
from the egg to baitfish size
within one season. The rearing
technology can apply to raising
smelt for food fish as well. With
a little luck and initiative,
there could be a new aquaculture industry in Maine's
future.
•

''The technology is now available for
artificial culture of smelt, but it isn't
an easy process.''
1985
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1985 MAINE DUCK STAMP

''I liked the black ducks,
but I love the eiders!"

16

That's been the common reaction
toward Maine's 1985 duck stamp,
which features three common eiders
in flight at Pemaquid Point.
The stamp was designed by David
A. Maass, one of America's most
recognized waterfowl artists, whose
black duck design last year vaulted
Maine's fledgling duck stamp program into prominence with stamp
and Iimited-pditton print collectors
throughout lhe United States.
Not only ~id the Maass black duck
design garner an award as the best
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state or federal duck stamp last year,
it also established Maine's 1984 program near the top in print sales alltime among the thirty states with
duck stamp programs. And, most importantly, sales of the "First of State"
stamps and collector's prints raised
over $600,000 to help fund waterfowl
management and other wildlife programs in Maine.
Encouraged that Maine could make
such a favorable showing among
states with more waterfowl hunters
and wildlife art collectors, Fish and
Wildlife Commissioner Glenn H.
Manuel, along with contracted copublishers of the duck stamp program - Wild Wings, Inc. and LL.
Bean, Inc. - decided to continue the
winning combination of a David
Maass design featuring a species of
waterfowl closely associated with the
state of Maine.
The common eiders of Year Two of
the unique duck stamp "collector's
series" are an abundant, year-round
resident of the Maine coast, and
Maine is the only state where they
nest in significant numbers. The
species has never before appeared on
a state duck stamp and has been on
the federal stamp only once in the
51-year history of that program.
David Maass' 1985 Maine duck
stamp accurately captures the colorful eider ducks in flight, as well as
the rugged beauty of the rockbound
coast and the familiar Pemaquid
Light in the background.
The Department of Inland Fisheries
and Wildlife has made a commitment to collectors of its annually
issued print to maintain the standards of excellence established with
the Maass black duck design in 1984
and his common eiders this year.
Wood ducks, a species for which
David Maass' artistic abilities are
well established, will be the subject
of the 1986 Maine duck stamp
design.
Limited-edition prints of the 1985
Maine duck stamp art may be
ordered from any of a number of
retail outlets nationally and
throughout Maine. For information
on those in Maine call 207-289-2871;
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for out-of-state retailer information
call 612-345-5355.
Print orders will be taken until
January 31, 1986, for the offering
price of $137 .50, unframed. A gold
medallion print edition is also
available, for $302.50.
Anyone ordering the print will
receive a handsome Certificate of
Ownership, signed by Governor
Joseph E. Brennan. Delivery of the
prints is expected to be in March
1986. The Certificate of Ownership is
particularly useful to those who order
prints for Christmas or other giftgiving occasions, offering an attractive way for the purchaser to inform
the recipient of the gift and its expected time of delivery.
Stamps are available from all
Maine resident license agents, or
they may be purchased at the
Augusta office of the Fish and
Wildlife Department (284 State
Street, Station #41, Augusta, ME
04333).
Stamps are sold singly, in
numbered blocks of four, or in
sheets of 10, at $2.50 per stamp.
The 1985 stamps will be sold until
June 30, 1986. To help maintain
value for collectors, any unsold
stamps will be destroyed after that
date.
Maine waterfowl hunters 16 years
of age and older are required to buy
the annual state duck stamp, in addition to the long-required federal
stamp. But Fish and Wildlife Commissioner Manuel has noted that the
major portion of the revenues from
the duck stamp program comes
voluntarily, from collectors who buy
stamps and art prints.
"Hunters, non-hunters, Mainers and
many others from across the country
buy stamps and prints - maybe
because the design appeals to them,
or because they collect the works of
the chosen artist, or purely for investment purposes. Whatever their
reason, we're confident that David
Maass' Maine duck stamp prints and
stamps will be among the most
highly prized collectible offerings
ever to be issued by any state,
federal or conservation organization."
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At a ceremony in the chambers of Maine
Gov. Joseph E. Brennan cright>, Fish and
Wildlife commissioner Glenn H. Manuel
presents a check for $35,000 to G. Robert
Butler (left>, chairman of The Maine
Chapter of The Nature conservancy. The
money secures for the department a 10
percent undivided interest in Great Duck
Island rsee text, also story on page 20l.

The Maine Chapter of the Nature Conservancy
and the Maine Fish and Wildlife Department:

PARTNERS IN
CONSERVATION
Reprinted from MAINE CHAPTER NEWS
ISLAND SANCTUARIES for nesting seabirds; a
wetlands rest stop for migrating
waterfowl; an atlas of reptiles
and amphibians - these are just
a few of the projects recently
made possible by The Nature
Conservancy (TNC) in cooperation with the Maine Department
of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife
(IF&W).
In many ways, the department
is a natural partner for the
Maine Chapter. As the state
agency charged with the protection and wise management of
Maine's wildlife resources, its
interests and responsibilities
often coincide with those of the
Maine Chapter. In particular,
the establishment of the department's new Endangered and
N ongame Wildlife Program has
meant increased opportunities
for the chapter to work on a
cooperative basis in identifying,
acquiring, and taking care of important habitat for Maine's
rarest and most endangered
species.
18

Recently, the Conservancy
and IF &W teamed up on several
important projects to identify
and protect natural areas:

Protecting habitats
Traditionally, The Nature
Conservancy has been happy to
assist both state and federal
agencies in acquiring land they
have targeted for conservation.
This normally means that TNC
purchases targeted parcels as
they come on the market, then
resells them to the appropriate
agency once government funding
is available.
As a private, nonprofit
organization, the Conservancy
has the ability to move quickly
to save a threatened habitat, and
the flexibility to design creative
purchase agreements (such as
those involving trade lands).
This capability often means a
site can be protected at significant savings, which can be
passed on to the managing
agency.

The department has always
been interested and active in
land protection. Over the years,
it has acquired many outstanding wildlife and game management areas throughout the state.
Like the Conservancy, IF &W
just does not have enough funds
to purchase all the prime lands
threatened by development, but
cooperative efforts help stretch
scarce resources.
Great Duck Island
Great Duck Island is an excellent example of the kind of
innovative approach possible
when the Conservancy works
with another agency. For many
years the island was IF &W's top
acquisition priority for wildlife
habitat preservation (see article
on page 20). But the price was
high and negotiations difficult,
and the department was unable
to secure ownership.
Once TNC was able to
negotiate a purchase of Great
Duck (at a reduced price), IF&W
offered to help pay for the island
by purchasing a 10 percent undivided interest in the property for
$35,000. The funds are coming
from a previous bond issue for
land acquisition which has not
been entirely appropriated. A
management lease on their
ownership will be given back to
the Maine Chapter, allowing the
island to be managed as a unit
by the Conservancy.
The department, through its
new Nongame Program, has expertise useful in the management of the island's 32,000
Leach's storm petrels and other
nesting pelagic birds. Therefore,
an IF&W staff member will
Maine Fish and Wildlife-Summer
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serve on the preserve stewardship committee and assist in the
important decisions concerning
the island's future.
Also, should the Coast Guard
ever decide to abandon the light
station on Great Duck, IF&W
has agreed to make its best effort to acquire the property.
Since the state can frequently
obtain such properties at no
cost, this may save the Conservancy a great deal in acquisition
costs and avoid future management problems.
This joint effort gives each
organization the satisfaction of
reaching an important, mutual
goal: the permanent protection
of Great Duck Island.
Hurd's Pond
Last summer, Bill and David
Hauk purchased an old farmhouse and extensive acreage
near Belfast. The property included 85-acre Hurd's Pond and
100 acres of freshwater, nonacidic marsh. This type of
marsh is characterized by a wide
variety of wetland plants not
usually found in such concentration. IFW considers Hurd's Pond
to be a pristine example of this
wetland type, which is uncommon in Maine.
The pond is a major stop for
waterfowl migrating along the
Atlantic Flyway. As Bill Hauk
puts it, ''I was really struck by
the variety of bird species out
there. I thought it would be a
good bird sanctuary.
Hauk contacted the Chapter
office and offered to donate the
property to the Conservancy. An
in-depth ecological study revealed no rare or endangered
species or habitats; simply a
wetland ecosystem worthy of
protection and careful
management.
The department has sought
acquisition of Hurd's Pond and
its surrounding wetlands since
the 1950s. The presence of great
blue herons, bitterns, osprey,
11
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and rriany kinds of waterfowl,
including teals, ringnecks, and
wood ducks - and the potential
for attracting more - sparked
the department's desire to acquire the property for a wildlife
management area.
The Hauks were amenable to
the suggestion of a statemanaged wildlife area but
wanted to insure that the property always remained wild. The
Conservancy therefore agreed to
act as middleman in the exchange, and will transfer the
property to IF&W with conservation restrictions and provisions for continued monitoring
by TNC. In this way the longterm protection of the wetland
is assured by the Conservancy
while a more appropriate agency
cares for the property on a dayto-day basis.

Heritage and research
Until recently, IF& W focused
its attention solely on enhancement of game species. Now,
with the addition of the
Nongame Program, it has
broadened its interests to include 500 species of wildlife
that are not hunted or fished. A
major objective of the Nongame
Program is to determine the
number and location of these
animals and their habitats,
especially if rare or endangered.
IF& W will use information acquired in this effort to develop
protection priorities and
management plans for Maine's
nongame wildlife.
The Maine Chapter, through
its Heritage Program, has begun
and will continue to participate
in this research and planning
process.
The Maine Chapter and IF &W
now share a common interest:
the identification and protection
of rare animals and unique
habitats. One result of this
shared interest is the Maine
Amphibian and Reptile Atlas
Project (MARAP).
1985

MARAP is a volunteer project
designed to collect much-needed
information on reptiles and amphibians (jointly referred to as
herpetiles J, and is a collaborative effort of IF&W, TNC,
Maine Audubon, and the
Wildlife Department of the
University of Maine at Orono.
IF & W will be providing
assistance in analyzing herpetile
data and allocating funds to support the atlas project.

Seabirds and stewardship
IF&W assists in stewardship
of TNC properties in several important ways. It conducts aerial
surveys and ground censuses of
great blue heron, common eider,
cormorant, and gull populations
on a number of Conservancyowned islands. Its enforcement
officers check on Conservancy
preserves in the course of their
duties. In fact, the department
and TNC recently signed a
memorandum of agreement
which authorizes IF& W to enforce the Chapter's "no trespassing during nesting season" prohibition on The Brothers and
Hay Ledges and nearby Gunning
Rocks, located off Port Clyde.
The Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife is
but one of many organizations
which work with the Maine
Chapter. The Chapter has acquired land on behalf of the
United States Fish and Wildlife
Service, the White Mountain
National Forest, Acadia National
Park, and various local groups.
It also makes frequent use of
research conducted by scientists
associated with the University
of Maine system, the Maine
State Planning Office's Critical
Areas Program, and many other
institutions. With the capable
assistance of these partners,
TNC can continue to expand
and effectively fulfill its obligations to identify and preserve
Maine's finest lands and rarest
species.
•
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Great Duck Island

by Alan E. Hutchinson
GREATDUCK ISLAND
- a true wildlife paradise! has now, through a cooperative
effort, been protected for the
sole purpose of providing a
nesting place for the thousands
of seabirds who call it home.
And what a home it is!
More than 20,000 pair of
seabirds (40,000 to 50,000 birds)
return to this 250-acre island,
only eight miles seaward of
Mount Desert Island, to nest
and rear their young each
spring. Leach's storm petrels are
the most numerous (more than
15,000 pair); in fact, this is the
largest petrel colony in the
United States. Maine has all the
petrels in the United States,
with the exception of a very few
on one Massachusetts island and three-quarters of them nest
on Great Duck Island!
Petrels aren't the only species
there. Great Duck supports
Maine's largest nesting colony
of black guillemots, a cousin of
the puffin, found nesting
nowhere south of Maine. Gulls
20

and eiders call the island home;
terns have also nested there, and
bald eagles nest nearby.
With statistics like these, it's
no surprise that Great Duck
Island has for years been
Number One on the department's list of islands needing
protection. That need was
heightened in recent years as
the island was starting to be
developed.
The island was recently put
up for sale, at a price ($500,000)
beyond the capacity of the
department. Fortunately, The
Nature Conservancy, also listing
it as a priority site for protection, struck a deal with the
owner and has begun fund raising to protect this unique
island. The department contributed to the effort by purchasing a 10 percent, undivided interest in the island, using
money remaining from the
The author is the department's
nongame wildlife project director.

Maine Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife Acquisition Fund (1973
bond issue). With that interest,
Great Duck now becomes the
newest addition to the department's Coast of Maine Wildlife
Management Area.
This management area includes more than 200 coastal
islands, stretching from York
County to Washington County,
which are dedicated to nesting
seabirds and other marine
wildlife. They're administered
and managed by the N ongame
Wildlife Project, making the addition of Great Duck Island
especially appropriate due to its
great importance to such unique
nongame species as petrels and
guillemots.
More detailed information
about Great Duck Island, the
Coast of Maine Wildlife
Management Area, or Maine's
Nongame Wildlife Fund, can be
obtained by writing to the
Nongame Wildlife Fund, Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife, P.O. Box 1298, Bangor,
Maine 04401.
Maine Fish and Wildlife-Summer
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the Fly Tying Bench

BOMBER

0

by John McLeod
wing. The hackle can be any color you wish - red,
white, orange, black, brown, etc.

ABOUT THE FLY
The Rev. Elmer Smith, assisted by the late John
Maheu, worked on this fly in 1967, specifically for
the Miramichi area of New Brunswick. Often tied
on a 4x long hook or an Atlantic salmon dry fly
hook, it may not look like an Atlantic salmon fly,
but it works better than most when salmon are taking on top.
The Bomber works best when skittered across
the surface just as it finishes its cross-current
swing. Some salmon anglers suggest pulling it
under the surface just in front of a salmon lie.
The fly can also be tied with a white deer hair
body, and either white deer hair or calf hair tail and

THE PATTERN
HOOK: Mustad 79580 or salmon dry fly hook, size
2 to 8
THREAD: tan, sizes A and 6/0, prewaxed
TAIL: deer body hair (I prefer the brown hair from
the back of a deer tail)
WING: A bunch of hair, same as for the tail, tied
in close to and projecting forward over the eye and
upwards
BODY: natural deer body hair, spun onto the hook
and trimmed to a cigar shape.
HACKLE: grizzly, or brown palmered

1

0

ATLANTIC
SALMON FLY #3

cut a bunch of deer body hai'., and spin it on the
hook in the tail position eyes, lt can be.done even
when the hook shank is covered w1~h thread>.
Wind the thread through the deer hair and half
hitch just in front of it. Add a drop of head
cement.
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Attach thread, then tie in the tail and wing as
shown.

2
21
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3

Trim the body hair to a cigar shape with your
scissors.

5

continue to spin bunches of hair onto the hook
shank, packing each bunch tightly against the
previous one. When hook is full (see illustration),
whip finish and cut the thread.

4
Attach 6/0 prewaxed thread at the tail position
and tie in the hackle by its tip. Bring the thread
forward through the body to the front wing.

I
Wind the hackle through the body to the wing;
take a couple of extra turns, then tie off and trim.
Add a few more turns of thread, whip finish, and
add head cement.

22
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FISH AND WILDLIFE BRIEFS
1985 DEER SEASONS
Deer hunters throughout Maine
will have to check for antlers this fall
under new rules that extend "buckonly" restrictions into the state's
northern hunting district.
Previously unaffected by doe deer
protection rules, hunters in the northern deer hunting district, north of
the Canadian Pacific Railroad, will be
limited to taking only antlered deer
for the first three weeks of the fourweek regular firearms season.
Rules protecting doe deer in
southern Maine are unchanged from
last year, with a season-long ban on
antlerless deer hunting in eastern and
western sections, and three weeks of
bucks-only hunting followed by one
week of either-sex hunting in the
central portion of southern Maine.
The regular firearms season on deer
runs from November 4 through November 30. Saturday, November 2, is
also open for Maine residents only.
The firearms season will be preceded
by a special archery season, October
1 to November 1, and followed by a
special muzzleloader season recently
enacted by the Maine legislature,
December 2 to December 7.
The annual limit on deer is one per
hunter, and special licenses are required of hunters who participate in
the archery and muzzleloader
seasons.
Only deer with a minimum antler
length of three inches may be taken
from November 2 through the end of
the special muzzleloader season in
the Eastern and Western districts,
and from November 2 through November 23 in the Central and
Northern districts. District lines are
unchanged from last year.
Before setting the 1985 deer hunting rules, Fish and Wildlife Commissioner Glenn Manuel held 16 public
hearings, one in each county, on the
proposed restrictions. He noted that
while there is disagreement on how
it should be accomplished, nearly
everyone he heard from indicated a
desire to see the deer population increased in their area.
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"Controlling the harvest of doe
deer is a proven method of increasing
deer numbers,'' Manuel said. ''Even
with only two years of limited use of
this deer management technique in
southern Maine, there is general
agreement that the deer herd is up in
many areas. The deer situation was
also helped by another easy winter.
Overall, the hunting outlook for this
fall is better than it has been for
quite a few years."

from the York County flocks and
releasing them in central-coastal
areas. A population now appears to
be successfully established in Waldo
County.
The department's wild turkey
restoration program has been under
the direction of wildlife biologist
Philip Bozenhard, with volunteer
help and technical assistance provided by the Maine Chapter of the
National Wild Turkey Federation.

TURKEY HUNTING PROPOSAL

ILLEGAL FISH DRAW
ATTENTION

The first hunting season on wild
turkeys in many years may become a
reality in 1986 under a department
proposal for a limited, spring hunt in
York County.
The envisioned turkey hunt, still
subject to a public hearing and
review by the Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife Advisory Council, would be
from May 8 to May 24 and would
take place south and west of the
Ossipee and Saco rivers, which
covers much of Maine's southernmost county.
Turkey hunting would be by permit only, with 500 permits issued by
lottery, 10 percent of which would be
available to nonresident hunters.
The 1985 session of the Maine
legislature authorized the department
to implement a limited turkey hunt.
Under the enabling legislation, a permit holder would be allowed to take
one bearded turkey. Hunting would
be limited to mornings and to the
use of shotguns or bow only.
The fall issue of MAINE FISH AND
WILDLIFE will list more details of
the turkey hunting season, including
the permit application procedure.
The successful effort to reestablish
the wild turkey in Maine began in
1977 with the release in York County
of 19 birds from wild flocks in Vermont. Department wildlife biologists
released 22 additional turkeys there
the next winter.
The York County turkey population is now conservatively estimated
at over 500 birds. Since 1982,
biologists have been trapping birds
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Cases of illegal fish stocking and
importation of bait fish have been in
the news this summer-and in the
Maine and federal judicial systems.
White perch illegally stocked into
Moosehead Lake, threatening what
may be the nation's finest fishery for
trophy brook trout, led to an unsuccessful effort by fishery biologists to

1985 LICENSE FEES
RESIDENT
Hunting (16 and older)
$ 13.00
Fishing (I6 and older)
13.00
Combination Hunting and Fishing
(16 and older)
24.00
Supersport
34.00
Junior Hunting (IO to IS years inclusive)
3.00
Combination Fishing and Archery Hunting
(16 and older)
24.00
Serviceman (resident) Combination Hunting
and Fishing
11.00
Archery Hunting (I6 and older)
I3.00
Trapping (I6 and older)
27.00
Junior Trapping (IO to 15 years inclusive)
5.00
Guide (18 and older)
38.00

NONRESIDENT

CITIZEN

Big Game Hunting (10 and older)
Season Fishing (I6 and older)
Junior Season Fishing (I2 to 15 incl.)
IS-day Fishing
7-day Fishing
3-day Fishing
Combination Hunting and Fishing
(I6 and older)
Small Ga.ipe Hunting (I6 and older)
Junior Small Game Hunting
(10 to IS years inclusive)
Archery Hunting (16 and older)
Guide (18 and older)
Trapping (any age)

NONRESIDENT

75.00
40.00
5.00
28.00
24.00
IS.00
I03.00
45.00
23.00
45.00
140.00
302.00

ALIEN

Big Game Hunting (IO and older)
Season Fishing
Combination Hunting and Fishing
(IO and older)
Small Game Hunting (IO and older)
Archery Hunting (16 and older)
Guide (18 and older)

115.00
60.00
156.00
60.00
60.00
165.00
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locate, trap and destroy them this
summer before they had a chance to
spawn.
It also led to the arrest, in June, of
two Greenville men, who face Superior Court trial this summer on
criminal charges of stocking fish
without a permit. The investigation
leading to the arrests was one of the
longest and most extensive in the
history of the Maine Warden Service.
Wardens allege that the two men
wanted white perch fishing closer to
home and that they stocked at least
one other pond in addition to the
40-mile-long, 75,000-acre Moosehead
Lake.
White perch compete with brook
trout for food and habitat but are
more aggressive and prolific. Fishery
biologists now say the only hope-an
unlikely one-is that the stocked
perch may have dispersed so widely
throughout the huge lake that they
never spawned.
Public and official concern about
the illegal introduction of white
perch into Moosehead Lake led to
passage of new legislation increasing
the penalty for stocking fish in inland
waters without a permit. The violation now carries a penalty of not less
than $1,000 nor more than $10,000.
Although it will not affect the
Moosehead case, it is hoped that this
increased penalty will focus more attention on the devastating results of
illegal introductions of fish and the

threat that those introductions pose
to Maine's game fish.
Meanwhile, Maine's attorney
general has asked the U.S. Supreme
Court to consider restoring Maine's
ban on the importation of live bait
for inland fishing, which a federal appeals court had struck down as an
unwarranted barrier to interstate
commerce.
''It clearly is a restriction in interstate commerce, 11 said Attorney
General James E. Tierney. ''The
question is, is it an unjust one? We
don't think it is."
Tierney says a ban on live bait imports is the only "realistic and
enforceable" way to keep Maine's inland waters free of fish diseases and
unwanted fish species.
The appeal to the nation's highest
court stems from the 1983 arrest of a
Maine live bait dealer on charges of
importing fish into the state in violation of Maine law and the federal
Lacey Act, which makes it a federal
offense to import fish into a state in
violation of that state's law.
The bait dealer pleaded guilty in
U.S. District Court, was fined
$6,000, and appealed. Subsequently, a
federal appeals court dismissed the
indictment, striking down the state
law as unconstitutionally interfering
with interstate commerce.
The Supreme Court has yet to indicate whether it will consider the
state's appeal.

PERSONNEL NOTES
Several promotions and the retirement of a veteran wildlife biologist
are among the recent personnel news
from the Fish and Wildlife
Department.
In the Wildlife Division, a 27-year
career wildlife biologist, Douglas L.
Marston, retired in July. For several
years before retirement Marston had
been supervisor of the Wildlife
Management Section, and previously
had been a regional wildlife biologist
in eastern and southern Maine and in
charge of forest wildlife habitat
management.
Replacing Marston was Gary G.
Donovan, a wildlife biologist with
the department for 16 years, most
recently as liaison and wildlife
biologist with the state Bureau of
Public Lands.
In the Warden Service, game
wardens Douglas H. Tibbetts and
Parker K. Tripp were promoted to
sergeant and transferred to Division
D, Greenville headquarters, to fill vacant sections in southern Piscataquis
and central Somerset counties,
respectively.
Eight new game wardens graduated
from the 17-week Maine Warden Service Academy in June and received
the following district assignments:
John Blagdon, Dennysville, David
Georgia, Turner; Brian Gray, Danforth, Blaine Holding, Wells; Marilyn
Kenyon, Rockwood; Richard Mills,
Rumford; Daniel Murray, Calais; and
Barry Woodward, Pembroke.

Employing a combination of "low-tech"
(backpacking) and "high-tech" (superoxygenated water) Maine fishery biologists
have stocked 600 young brook trout in a high
mountain pond to provide a unique fishing experience to high-country hikers. Biologist Ray
DeSandre (pictured) and his assistant, Forrest
Bonney, backpacked the trout up to Horns
Pond on Bigelow Mountain in June, carrying
them in plastic bags inside insulated coolers.
The bags of cold water were charged with
pure oxygen before the hike. The trout survived the 4-mile trip in excellent condition and
should grow to legal size tor fishing by next
spring. The 3-acre pond is at the 3, 100-toot
elevation and is a popular camping spot for
Appalachian Trail hikers. Trout stocked in
Horns Pond in 1983 were reportedly averaging
16 inches this spring. Aerial stocking was
found to be too hazardous due to rocky cliffs
which overlook the pond, thus the biologists'
long, heavily-loaded hike.
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POACHING IS STEALING
According to the dictionary, a
poacher is a person who takes fish
or game illegally.
But that doesn't tell the whole
story. The poacher is a thief and
always has been. He steals by taking game out of season, or over the
limit, or by using illegal methods.
He steals from everyone who has an
interest in our natural heritage.
Still, there was a time, not so long
ago, when the local poacher was

something of a folk hero in many
rural parts of the country. Most
likely, this admiration was left over
from the pioneer belief in selfreliance and independence.
Whatever the reason, the poacher
was often viewed as a character
whose steely nerve and woodcraft
kept him always just beyond the
reach of the wily warden. More conventional souls frequently treated
the poacher with a mixture of
respect and humor.

Fortunately, times are changing
rapidly. Sportsmen are no longer
very tolerant of the guy who hunts
out of season, hogs game or violates
hunting laws. Most hunters are
aware of their role in conservation
and scientific wildlife management.
The poacher belongs to the past.
The sport of hunting can't afford his
kind in the present. He's no herojust another kind of crook. Treat
him accordingly.
-The Drummer

FIELD NOTES
MILLINOCKET - We have had bear complaints coming in
nearly every day this summer. At the Abol campground a bear
was reported to have gotten up on a picnic table and taken
bacon out of a frying pan while it was cooking.
- Game Warden Peter McPheters, Millinocket
MORO TOWNSHIP - While traveling in the Rockabema area
I drove around a bend in the road and observed a moose standing there. Nothing unusual, you say, but around the next bend
was a doe deer. The next curve produced another doe, this one
with twin fawns. On the following curve, a black bear ran in
front of the truck. All of these sightings were made in less
than a mile.
- Warden Sergeant Gregory Maher, Ashland
ASHLAND - Deer, bear and moose are showing up in great
numbers throughout Division E (northern Maine). During
Tune, Division E Wardens took care of 41 beaver complaints
and 17 nuisance bear complaints. They also investigated 24
car-deer collisions and 11 car-moose collisions.
- Warden Lieutenant Herbert Vernon, Fort Kent
HA YNES VILLE - While I was checking the fishing license of
a rather elderly lady early this spring, she asked me why the
trout were not biting. I told her the water was still quite cold
and that the trout would start biting when it warmed up a bit.
"Young man," she said, "I just don't accept your answer. If
that were the case why do people bother to ice fish?" How can
you argue with logic like that?
- Game Warden Specialist Gary Bellanger, Haynesville
MEDWAY - This summer I confronted a subject on a 5-troutlimit brook and asked if I could check his creel, which I found
contained a limit of trout. He appeared a bit nervous, making
me think he might be hiding something. As he had only a tee
shirt, jeans and a cap on, the only illogical place fish might be
hidden was under his cap. So I stated that I didn't believe
anyone would put fish under their cap, but all the same, just
to satisfy my curiosity, would he please remove his cap? Sure
enough, in a plastic bag were two trout. These were added to
another limit of trout I found in a cooler hidden back at the
subject's campsite.
- Game Warden Roland Tilton, Medway
ROCKWOOD - Bill Harmon, proprietor of Abanaki Camps in
Rockwood, reported he thought he had seen it all in his years
as a camp owner, but not quite! One of his guests from
Massachusetts phoned and said that he had somehow lost his
boat on the way home. Bill was quite puzzled until he looked
out the window and saw the fellow's boat tied up at the
Abanaki dock. The man had driven all the way home without
his boat.
- Game Warden Philip Dugas, Jackman
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CASCO BAY - Bangs Island in Casco Bay traditionally has
about 400 pairs of eiders nesting during May and Tune. During
the summer of 1984, though, there was quite a bit of predation on female eiders and their eggs. This summer, a severe
predation problem was apparent, with approximately 60 dead
eiders being found and no nesting evident. After four days of
trapping, one raccoon was removed. We hope this animal was
the source of the predation; if so, it shows how dramatically a
predator can influence the nesting bird population on one of
the coastal islands.
- Wildlife Biologist Philip Bozenhard, Gray
T.5,R.10 WELS - In [uly, Warden Alvin Theriault saw a
woman fishing with a spinning rod and a hot dog for bait. The
problem is, she was doing it in Sourdnahunk Lake, which is
fly-fishing-only. I was working from a boat, so Alvin told me
to check her. When she heard my boat coming, she took the
hot dog off the hook and put the rod back in the boat. When
she told me she didn't have a fishing license I took her to
shore at a sporting camp and had her show me her driver's
license. While I was checking her identification, her husband
walked into the camp store and asked if they had any orangebodied hot dogs for sale!!
- Game Warden Brian Cain, Round Pond
HUDSON - In late Tune, I investigated a car-deer collision on
Route 221 in Hudson. The deer involved was a small doe with
antlers about two inches long. This is the tenth antlered doe I
have encountered in the towns of East Corinth and Hudson in
the past seven years.
- Game Warden Mike Morrison, Charleston
PITTSTON FARM - One evening Warden Mike Favreau and I
were working in the Pittston Farm area when a bear ran across
the road in front of us. This was a fairly normal scene until
we realized there was a house cat with it, running and walking side by side.
- Game Warden ~rilyn Kenyon, Rockwood
GRAND LAKE STREAM - Scuba diving observations below
the West Grand Lake dam in early [uly indicated that many
fish remain in the pool after the first three months of fishing
have passed. I observed approximately 100 adult landlocked
salmon, 150 native salmon pait, '715 brook trout from 11 to 14
inches long, 30 to 40 bass from six to 20 inches long, and
numerous common suckers. Later, as the water temperature
rose, many of these fish probably moved into the lake.
- Fishery Biologist Rick Jordan, Machias
T.6,R.11 WELS-I checked a fisherman at Coffeelos Pond who
had a 14112-inch trout that was in good shape but with a piece
of monofilament fishing line around it just ahead of the dorsal
fin. After it was removed, the loop of line measured 3% inches
in circumference. The line had made inch-long open cuts into
the fish, two on the back and one on the belly Despite this
problem, the fish appeared to be normally proportioned and
well fed
-Game Warden Brian Cain, Round Pond
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THE PUBLIC RESERVED LANDS
EASTERN
MAINEIS the land of the Big
Water. In a great, sweeping arc from Calais to Millinocket, the landscape is wrapped and patterned by
the Grand Lakes network west of the St. Croix
River, and by the waters of the West Branch of the
Penobscot River and its tributary lakes and streams
south of Baxter State Park.
Once figuring prominently in Maine's lumbering industry, these are now prime recreational
waters, affording opportunities for coldwater and
warmwater fishing, canoeing, camping, and a host
of other leisure pursuits. Some folks don't even
have to get their feet wet to enjoy this country.
Like a giant kaleidoscope, there is so much to see;
the colors and patterns seem to change with the
shifting of the wind and movement of the sunsometimes, it's enough just to be there. People
know about these places. And they have their
favorite spots.

EDGE OF THE

Less well-known, but equally appealing, are the
public reserved lands of eastern Maine-nearly
50,000 acres of public forests, lakes, and streams
which sit quietly at the edge of the big water, an
easy drive from Bangor and other eastern townsreadily available for public use and enjoyment.
These lands are part of the 450,000-acre Public
Reserved Lands System, administered by the Bureau of Public Lands, Department of Conservation.
Consolidated during the past decade through
land trades with surrounding private landowners,
this landbase has grown out of the original public
lots, which were set aside for public purposes when
Maine's public domain lands were sold in the 18th
and 19th centuries. These are lands unlike any
other in Maine-working, multi-purpose forests,
managed for commercial timber production,
recreation, and wildlife habitat development.
There are three large management units available for public use in eastern Maine, each named

BIG

WATER

by John W. Forssen
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after a major lake within its boundaries: Rocky
Lake, Duck Lake, and Seboeis Lake. All campsites
in these areas are equipped with fire rings, and
most have picnic tables and toilet facilities. Where
these latter facilities are not provided, visitors are
asked to dispose of human waste by digging a small
hole away from the camping area and filling it in
after use. Visitors should also be prepared to pack
out all other waste material.
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At the southern end of the landbase, the road to
the public reserved lands begins in East Machias-a
good place to stop for supplies and to be sure your
car is in shape for travel into remote areas. From
the junction of Routes 1 and 191, the Rocky Lake
Management Unit lies just six miles to the north
in a direct line-or, if you're in the mood for a short
side trip, Cobscook Bay State Park is less than 20
miles to the east on Route 1.
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FEATURES

The author is chief planner for the Bureau of Public
Lands, Maine Department of Conservation. Public
Lands Staff Illustrator Deborah McLean-Weston
created the graphics for this article.
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I ROCKY

LAKE I

Twp. 18 ED; 9,904
•
acres. Access via Route
191 north from East Machias (signs in place at
Diamond Match and Mud Landing roads); features
include Rocky and Second lakes and the East
Machias River; campsites on Rocky Lake. All open
fires require permits. Boat launch at Mud Landing
and at the south end of Second Lake. (Note: Second
Lake Launch site is extremely small, not intended
for heavy use).
Rocky Lake may be among the most fascinating
of the eastern lands because of its inter-connecting
system of lakes and rivers and the access this
system offers to other areas, both north and south.
Putting in at Mud Landing, for example, makes the
many islands and receding coves of Rocky Lake immediately available for exploration.
Rocky Lake is a shallow, warmwater lake, and,
as its name implies, rocky! Power boats should be
operated with caution. Canoeists, on the other
hand, can give full reign to the spirit which moves
men through wild places-exploring
the convoluted trail of the northern inlet, heading up lake
to where Rocky Lake Stream carries northward to
Pocomoonshine Lake, or drifting south into Second
Lake, the East Machias River, and on to the Atlantic Ocean below Machiasport.
The last is a healthy trek by canoe (more than
50 miles), much of it open water, a good share of
float stream, and just enough whitewater for a
beginner to get the feel of the wind in his face. And

along the way, there are ample opportunities for
fishing-chiefly for bass, white perch, and pickerel,
although the lower reaches of the East Machias
River and Gaddis Pool offer anglers a chance at
Atlantic salmon, as well! Early in the season, the
East Machias also carries trout as far north as
Second Lake.
The campsites on Rocky Lake are primitive, in
keeping with the generally remote character of
these lands. They are located at Mud Landing, on
South Cove, and on the west shore of the lake.
These particular sites were constructed just a few
years ago in a pilot project for the now active Maine
Conservation Corps-a jobs program to provide
work opportunities and public benefits in areas of
depressed economic opportunity.
A swimming area is available only at the South
Cove site, but the miles of undeveloped shore and
many islands offer ample opportunities for bathing
and enjoying the sun.
Just east of Rocky Lake, the bureau also manages
a small lakeside parcel, offering access to Patrick
Lake north of Route 86 in Marion Twp. And to the
west, there is the 3,000-acre Great Heath in Twp.
18 MD. This latter parcel, traversed by the Pleasant River and described by naturalists only in
superlative terms, has been set aside for its
ecological value. Abutting heathland in the town
of Columbia will undoubtedly be subject to considerable public scrutiny for similar protection.
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Twps. 4 ND, 41 MD, & 42
MD; 25,220 acres. Access
via Route 2 north out of Old Town, then east from
Costigan on the Stud Mill Road and north on
Champion Road #32-00-0 (the way is marked by
directional
signs); features include Duck,
Gassabias, and the Unknown lakes; four campsites
on Duck Lake (three are water access only, plus
one at the narrows between Middle and Lower
Unknown lakes). Open fires require permits only
at the water access sites on Duck Lake. Boats may
be launched at all four lakes; however, visitors are
cautioned that the way into Gassabias Lake require
four-wheel drive.
The Duck Lake Management Unit occupies portions of three townships on the line between
Washington and Hancock counties, just west of
Sysladobsis and West Grand lakes. Visitors to this
area, traveling the Stud Mill Road from Costigan,
will be impressed immediately with its remoteness. Duck Lake and the Unknown Lakes are easily, albeit patiently, accessible by road. In fact, the
bureau is doing extensive work to improve these
roads right now. Gassabias Lake, is considerably
more difficult to reach; an old logging road makes
four-wheel drive a must.
On a season-wide basis, these areas are not
heavily used; Duck Lake, the prime water in this
unit, is unique both for its extensive sand beaches
and for the fact that it is a coldwater fishery
(salmon, trout], surrounded by shallower lakes,
which offer only bass, pickerel, and white perch.
An added feature of the Duck Lake Unit is that it
is served by the State Inter-connecting Snowmobile
Trail System, extending north to south from Mattawamkeag to Cherryfield.
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I SEBOEIS

LAKE.

•
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T4R9 NWP, T3R9
NWP, & Lakeview
Plantation; 11,436 acres. Access south from
Millinocket or north from Brownville Jct. along a
gravel road which extends south from Route 11 in
Long A Township (a sign in place at junction};
features include Seboeis and Endless lakes, Turtle
Pond (a remote pond with foot access only} and access to Northwest Pond. Campsites located on
Seboeis Lake. All open fires require a permit. Boats
may be launched at inlet at north end of Seboeis
Lake.
The Seboeis Lake Unit is an area of contrastsremote, undeveloped forests breaking across irregular shores to broad open water and the low
quiet profiles of numerous islands. This unit is
bounded on the east by Endless Lake and on the
west by Seboeis Lake, each of which offers an interesting combination of bass and salmon fishing.
Distant mountains below Upper Jo-Mary Pond in
the northwest add just a touch of ruggedness and
give the setting sun an opportunity to retire with
eloquence at each day's end.
Campsites on the north end of Seboeis Lake are
set close to sandy swimming beaches, while the
lone campsite on Dollar Island, in addition to providing ''water, water everywhere,
displays an
aura of almost total isolation.
Endless Lake, too, offers attractive opportunities
for water-based recreation. This tract, however, has
only recently been acquired by the state; and it has
been heavily cut. At least a few years will have to
pass before recreational development is undertaken
here. With respect to both of these lakes, visitors
are cautioned that water levels fluctuate; care
should be taken with use of either canoes or power
boats.
11
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MANAGEMENT
THROUGHOUT the
Public Reserved Lands System is designed around
the concept of "diversity,
striving toward a
balanced distribution of age and size classes in
timber stands, corresponding variety in habitat to
benefit the broadest array of wildlife species, and
numerous opportunities for recreation.
Currently, there are few harvesting opportunities
in either Rocky or Seboeis lakes, both of these units
consisting of relatively immature forests. Duck
Lake, however, has a number of active operations,
reflecting a variety of forest conditions. These are
located generally to the east and southwest of Duck
Lake itself; each is designed either to improve existing growth or to regenerate sites for new stands
of timber.
In selected locations on all tracts, the bureau is
installing duck boxes to provide habitat for waterfowl. Good hunting, then, is also a possibility on
these lands-bear, deer, ruffed grouse, etc. If you're
lucky, you may even trap a beaver!
And it's all at the edge of the Big Water.
•
11

(Note: Persons interested in obtaining fire permits
should call the Maine Forest Service at 289-2791
for access to the appropriate district headquarters.}
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Peat

(continued from page 12)

waterways for feeding and, in
some cases, for rearing their
young. In the alder and willow
shrubs that line the banks,
yellow warblers, yellowthroats,
swamp sparrows, red-winged
blackbirds, bobolinks, and alder
flycatchers can be found. The
explosive jangle of bobolinks can
easily make you think there are
hundreds of individuals surrounding you, when in fact
there are only a dozen or two.
The bright yellow color and the
loud vibrant songs of the yellow
and yellowthroat warblers make
them easy to spot, even from a
considerable distance.
In open pea tlands dominated
by grass-like sedges (fens), you
should expect to see several bird
species that are uncommon
elsewhere. The savannah sparrow, with its soft, raspy song,
can be heard where there are
usually no other birds singing. It
breeds in areas where there are
few trees, and, unlike other
birds, seems content to sing
even from the top of a low
heath shrub. Savannah sparrows
attempt to nest twice in one
summer, so you can probably
still see adults feeding their
young in August. Before the
young are old enough to fly,
they run quickly, but awkwardly, among the tall sedges
when one of their parents
sounds an alarm call. It is a
sight to see, as they often topple
over during the course of escape!
Common snipe and eastern
kingbirds also nest in fens. I
have watched many courting
male snipe dance above the
sedges, and have found several
nests built on a small hummock
of sphagnum moss amid a pool
of water. From the twisted
branch of a larch, adult kingbirds sally into the air and catch
30

insects. Young birds squawk and
flap their pinfeathered wings until an adult returns with its
catch and feeds them.

Bmos

ARE NOT the
only vocal inhabitants of
peatlands. Perhaps because of
their moist nature, peatlands are
also breeding and summering
grounds for many of Maine's
amphibians. It is not clear yet
what influences the distribution
and abundance of amphibians in
Maine peatlands. Other studies
have suggested that water level,
pH, and substrate may be important in influencing distributions of amphibians. We do
know that most species are
abundant in only one or two
types of peatland vegetation,
whereas others are widespread
in low abundances. In addition,
we suspect that some species
may use peatlands only during
one part of their life cycle.
Before migratory birds have
returned from the south,
salamanders arise from their
wintering grounds and travel to
ephemeral pools where they
mate and lay their eggs. In
peatlands, these pools may be
sitting on frozen ground, for
many petlands do not thaw until mid-May or June. After these
salamanders breed, they live
mysterious underground lives,
feeding on worms and invertebrates. Finding one is
unlikely except during breeding
season. Blue-spotted salamanders (Ambystoma laterale)
are widespread in peatlands, I
caught individuals in seven of
eight types of vegetation I
sampled. However, they are
most abundant in forested bog
and lagg, where standing water
is present.

Along streams, one is likely to
find spotted salamanders (A.
maculatum) and immature redspotted newts (Notophthalmus
viridens). Immature newts travel
from their breeding pools to a
stream where they metamorphose into adults and remain
aquatic for the rest of their
lives. Spotted salamanders are
large salamanders that have
bright yellow dots arranged on a
dark blue-black background.
Blue-spotted salamanders are
smaller and have blue spots on a
dark background. These two
salamanders are called mole
salamanders because they live
almost entirely underground.
If you handle salamanders,
you must remember to wet your
hands first; salamanders breathe
through their skin, which needs
to be moist to facilitate
breathing. Some salamanders,
including the blue-spotted,
secrete an irritating slime when
handled, probably to deter
predators and increase their
chances of escape. The slime
makes it difficult to hold onto
the salamander, but it is
harmless to you. Salamanders
may also emit a squeaky cry
when handled, which may cause
you to drop the animal the first
time you hear it, simply from
surprise!
Shortly after salamanders
begin moving, male frogs begin
to call for a mate, and the
peatland at night becomes a
music hall, but one where all
performers show off simultaneously! A small tree frog, the
spring peeper (Hyla crucifer), is
usually the first to sing. Each
tiny frog, about the size of a
quarter, belts out a loud, highpitched song that can be heard
from a half-mile away. I often
heard spring peepers calling
from peatlands, but never saw
any, and only caught two in
traps.
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Another larger tree frog, the
gray tree frog (Hyla vetsicoloi},
also occurs in peatlands. The
gray tree frog is marvelously
colored in a mottled gray pattern which defies an observer to
recognize it even when staring
right at it. It is extremely well
camouflaged against tree bark.
The male sings with a lower
and slower trill than the spring
peeper. Tree frogs spend most of
their active hours in trees hunting small insects for food, but
they often sing from pools of
standing water. They have small
pads on the tips of each toe to
aid them in climbing.
The wood frog (Rana
sylvatica), brown with a black
band running through the eyes,
is the most abundant amphibian
in Maine peatlands. It breeds in
both forested bog and lagg
vegetation. Wood frogs are explosive breeders, meaning that
all the young in one area hatch
simultaneously. If you happen
to be in the area when they
hatch, you will be overwhelmed
by the numbers of miniature
wood frogs hopping about you. I
had set some pit traps (tin cans
sunk in to the ground) out in
forested bog just before one of
their July explosions; from 18
traps, I counted 366 frogs! Some
traps had more than 60 young in
them. After I counted them, I
released them unharmed.
Green frogs (R. clamitans)which can be either green or
brown-are also abundant in
some peatlands. They are most
common in wooded heath and
surrounding pool areas. One can
usually hear a lone green frog
call from any peatland pool in
Maine. Adults are not as common to find, however, as young
are. In one wooded heath site, I
counted 369 juveniles in July,
but never caught one adult from
May through September. Possibly, adults breed on the
uplands surrounding the
Maine Fish and Wildlife-Summer

peatlands and young migrate
onto the peatlands after they
hatch. Mature frogs may move
off the peatland in fall, as it is
not known whether adults can
overwinter in peatlands without
freezing.
Several other amphibians inhabit peatlands in much lower
numbers than wood or green
frogs. Bullfrogs (R. catesbeiana)
and leopard frogs (R. pipiens) are
common in meadow-like vegetation along streams, but you will
also find leopard frogs, along
with pickerel frogs (R. palustris)
and American toads (Bufo
ameiicanus), hopping about on
the relatively dry surface of a
peatland half a mile from water.
This may surprise you, but
many frogs and toads do not
need to stay near a permanent
source of water after breeding.
Leopard frogs and pickerel frogs
can be either green or brown,
and are easily confused-leopard
frogs have rows of rounded
black spots, whereas pickerel
frogs have rows of rectangular
black spots.
Besides the amphibians, some
reptiles make their homes in
Maine's peatlands. On several
occasions, I saw garter snakes
(Thamtiophis sittalis} swimming
in water in the lagg and resting
on sphagnum hummocks in
relatively dry areas of shrub
heath and wooded heath vegetation. They were probably hoping
to make a meal of some unsuspecting frog.
NUMEROUS SMALL
MAMMALS also inhabit
peatlands. Using live traps and
pit traps, I caught 12 species of
small mammals in peatlands of
Maine. I found no obvious patterns of distribution of small
mammals in my data, probably
because of the small numbers of
captures. Composition and
abundance of species in one type
of vegetation were often quite
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different in different peatlands.
This may be because small
mammal populations fluctuate
dramatically from year to year.
It is also possible that populations of small mammals in areas
surrounding peatlands influence
which species inhabit peatlands.
If we want to understand the
distribution of small mammals
in peatlands better, more intensive studies will have to be conducted. Nevertheless, we now
have good baseline information
as to which small mammal
species we can expect to find in
Maine peatlands and which
species may use each different
type of peatland vegetation.
The masked shrew (Sorex
cinereus) was the most abundant small mammal in seven of
eight vegetation types I sampled.
The meadow jumping mouse
(Zapus hudsonius) was most
abundant in shrub thicket
vegetation, where robust heath
shrubs grew near streams. It was
second to the masked shrew in
overall abundance.
The masked shrew is voracious, eating up to three times
its weight in insects every day.
It is impossible to count the
heartbeats of this shrew when
you hold it in your hand; when
excited, its heart rate may reach
3,000 beats per minute! Because
of its fast metabolism, if it
doesn't eat for several hours, it
may perish.
Other shrews can be found in
peatlands, in lower numbers
than the masked shrew. The
water shrew (S. palustris) may
occur almost anywhere standing
water-occurs. Water shrews
swim underwater pursuing their
prey. They are specially adapted
for swimming, having stiff hairs
on their toes that create the
effect of having webbed feet.
Occasionally, you can find
pygmy shrews (Microsorex
hoyi), smoky shrews (Sorex
fumeus), and short-tailed shrews
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(Blaiina btevicauda} in
peatlands. These shrews are
primarily insectivorous, but the
large short-tailed shrew can
paralyze a mouse with its
venomous bites.
Perhaps the most unusuallooking mammal that lives in
peatlands is the star-nosed mole
(Condylura ctistata}. Moles live
almost entirely underground,
feeding on insects and worms,
and have large powerful feet for
digging. Most cannot see. The
star-nosed mole is unique in
that it has a mass of 22 fleshy
tentacles protruding from its
nose. Its sense of smell is poor,
and it uses its tentacles to help
locate prey by touch. Like the
water shrew, the star-nosed
mole is an excellent swimmer;
it will probe murky pool bottoms with its tentacles for invertebrates and small fish.
Meadow jumping mice have
large, powerful hind feet and
long tails that help them jump
up to five feet! They are most
abundant in grassy vegetation
close to streams or pools, where
they use their powerful hind
feet to stand erect and clip grass
stalks so they can reach the
seed heads. They are one of the
few small mammals that hibernate in winter.
The deer mouse (Peromyscus
maniculatus), familiar to most
people, lives along the edges of
peatlands in the lagg zone and
forested bog vegetation. Its
speed and agility enable it to
run across small bodies of water
and up tree trunks in search of
food and escape from predators.
In the hand, they are true
escape artists; even when held
by the scruff of the neck, one
can easily maneuver a back flip
and leave you wondering how it
got away! Juvenile deer mice are
a solid gray color; adults are
grayish-brown on the back and
white underneath. Being twotoned, adults are well camouflaged from both aerial and
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ground-dwelling predators. Deer
mice feed on a variety of foods,
including seeds, fruits, nuts, and
some insects.
Voles are mice-sized rodents
with short tails, small ears, and
long hair. They feed primarily
on green vegetation, but supplement their diet with seeds,
bark, fungi, and a few insects.
Red-backed voles (Clethrionomys gapperi) are abundant
in some wooded areas of peatlands. The young are born in
nests, often placed among roots
at the base of a tree. In the
forested bog, I saw many adult
and juvenile red-backed voles
scurry down runways that
paralleled tree roots, then disappear into the sphagnum carpet.
A large vole called the
meadow vole (Microtus pennsylvaticus) occurs in several
types of vegetation, although it
is most abundant in grassy
vegetation along streams. It
feeds largely on grass seeds, and
wanders widely in search of
unoccupied territory. If you find
one, it may not be a resident,
but may rather be just passing
through. A close relative of
voles, the southern bog lemming
(Synaptomys cooperi), is true to
its name and lives in some
Maine peatlands. They were not
abundant in any areas I sampled, but may be more common
in northern parts of the state.
IN ADDITION to
small mammals, many larger
mammals use and/ or inhabit
peatlands. Along streams,
muskrat (Ondatra zibethica} and
beaver (Castor canadensis) build
homes and feed on nearby food.
Snowshoe hare (Lepus
americanus) run about beneath
thick patches of heath shrubs.
Bobcats (Lynx rufus) and coyote
(Canis latrans) occasionally
travel through and rest in
peatlands, but they probably do
not hunt extensively there. Den-

sities of prey are probably too
low to make their hunting efforts worthwhile.
Deer (Oedocoileus viigitiianus}
and moose (Alces alces) have
established pathways they use
primarily for crossing through
peatlands, but they will occasionally browse on cedar and
other trees and shrubs that grow
in the peat. In August, black
bear (Ursus americanus) drag
their heavy bellies through
heatl- shrubs searching for
berries on which to gorge
themselves.
Unequivocally, peatlands are
not poor and barren lands at all,
but rather a unique ecosystem
that attracts an assemblage of
animals not found in any other
habitat of Maine. If development
of peatlands occurs in Maine,
we must realize that no peatland or other ecosystem can be
manipulated to compensate for
the losses of wildlife habitat
peatlands provide. While equivalent species diversity and densities might be achieved in an
upland community by managing
it appropriately, species composition of the upland community would undoubtedly be
different from that of a peatland
community. Some species that
prefer peatland habitats, such as
the Lincoln's sparrow, may not
be able to use upland habitats at
all. Moreover, we do not understand how peatlands evolve well
enough to manipulate them as
wildlife habitat. Perhaps we
should consider this: if we
develop some peatlands, should
we also preserve some?
Each time I visit a peatland, I
feel as though I have climbed a
wall and entered a secret garden.
Each is fulfilled, waiting to be
appreciated in its innocence. Let
us annul the death sentence
given to peatlands by Mr. Alderman and proclaim instead, that
peatlands are a place of awakening.
•
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•*Unlawful to hunt rabbits with dogs during any open firearms season on deer in Hancock, Knox, Lincoln, Sagadahoc, Waldo, and Washington counties.
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SHOOTING HOURS: On animals, 112 hour before sunrise to V2 hour after sunset, except that during any firearms season on deer, hunting closes at sunset for
all species except raccoon. On game birds, shooting hours are V2 hour before sunrise to sunset.
LICENSES: Hunting license is required. Archery license authorizes hunting with bow and arrow only during any open season on that species, except as otherwise provided. A person with a regular hunting license may also hunt with bow and arrow, except during the special archery season on deer. Special licensestamp required to hunt during muzzleloader season on deer.
STAMPS: Don't forget to purchase a Maine duck stamp and a federal duck stamp and/or a Maine pheasant stamp if you intend to hunt these species.
BE A GOOD SPORTSMAN:Please keep in mind that not everyone shares our views on hunting and trapping. The actions of all hunters and trappers must be
tempered by the realization that if we want to continue these traditions in the State of Maine, we must all conduct ourselves as true sportsmen: OBEY
THE WILDLIFE LAWS AND RESPECTTHE RIGHTSOF OTHERS.Only when we conduct ourselves properly in the field will we earn the respect and support
of the general public.
ALERT US: Poachers are Thieves-Help Us Catch Them-Anti-Poaching Hot Line: 1-800-ALEAT US (253-7887).
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digging. Most cannot see. The
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that it has a mass of 22 fleshy
tentacles protruding from its
nose. Its sense of smell is poor,
and it uses its tentacles to help
locate prey by touch. Like the
water shrew, the star-nosed
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it will probe murky pool bottoms with its tentacles for invertebrates and small fish.
Meadow jumping mice have
large, powerful hind feet and
long tails that help them jump
up to five feet! They are most
abundant in grassy vegetation
close to streams or pools, where
they use their powerful hind
feet to stand erect and clip grass
stalks so they can reach the
seed heads. They are one of the
few small mammals that hibernate in winter.
The deer mouse (Peromyscus
maniculatus), familiar to most
people, lives along the edges of
peatlands in the lagg zone and
forested bog vegetation. Its
speed and agility enable it to
run across small bodies of water
and up tree trunks in search of
food and escape from predators.
In the hand, they are true
escape artists; even when held
by the scruff of the neck, one
can easily maneuver a back flip
and leave you wondering how it
got away! Juvenile deer mice are
a solid gray color; adults are
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1985 MAINE HUNTING SEASONS
EFFECTIVE THROUGH MARCH 31, 1986
This is not a legal presentation. See hunting regulations booklet for full details.

DEER:

Firearms season (statewide)

.

FIRST DAY

LAST DAY

4 Nov.

30 Nov.

Maine-resident-only day (statewide)

2 Nov.

Archery (statewide)

1 Oct.

1 Nov.

Muzzleloader (statewide)

2 Dec.

7 Dec.

2 Sept.

30 Nov.

BEAR*

.

MOOSE: (By permit only)

.

21 Oct.

26 Oct.

RUFFED

BASIC LIMITSDAILY POSSESSION
ONE DEER PER YEAR
regardless of season or
method of taking. Only deer
with a minimum antler length
of three inches may be taken
statewide from November 2
through December 7, except that
deer of either sex may be
taken in the Central District
and Northern District from
November 25 through December 7.
See law booklet for map of
affected areas.
ONE BEAR OF EITHER SEX
Contact Fish and Wildlife Dept. for information
annual moose hunting permit drawing

.

1 Oct.

30 Nov.

4

8

PHEASANT:

.

1 Oct.

30 Nov.

2

4

WOODCOCK:

.

1 Oct.

14 Nov.

3

6

2 Sept.

16 Dec.

8

16

GROUSE: (No open season on spruce grouse)

COMMON

SNIPE:

.

DUCKS, GEESE, BRANT:

.

SEA DUCKS (Scoter,

.

1 Oct.

15 Jan.

RAILS (Sora and Virginia):

.

2 Sept.

9 Nov.

25

25

GALLINULES:

.

2 Sept.

9 Nov.

15

30

14 Mar.

30 Apr.

-

-

16 July

29 Sept.

-

-

28 Feb.

-

-

eider, old squaw):***

CROW:

Seasons set annually, in late August or early September. Copies
of regulations may be obtained upon purchase of required state
and federal duck stamps, or from Maine game wardens.

2 Dec.

BOBCAT:

7
14
(IN AGGREGATE)

NO CLOSED SEASON FOR HUNTING

COYOTE:
FOX:

··································· ·······

GRAY SQUIRREL:

.

PORCUPINE:

.

28 Oct.

15 Feb.

1 Oct.

30 Nov.

1 Oct.**

31 Mar.

RACCOON:

.

28 Oct.

14 Dec.

RED SQUIRREL:

.

SKUNK:

.

WOODCHUCK:

.

(Cottontail)

and HARE (Snowshoe):

-

-

4

8

NO CLOSED SEASON FOR HUNTING

.

RABBIT

on

4

-

8

-

NO CLOSED SEASON FOR HUNTING
20 Oct.

15 Dec.

-

-

NO CLOSED SEASON FOR HUNTING

*No bear hunting with more than 4 dogs. No bear hunting with dogs during the regular firearm season on deer in that area. Beginning Sept. 19, nonresidents
hunting bear with dogs must employ and hunt in conjunction with a resident Maine guide.
•*Unlawful to hunt rabbits with dogs during any open firearms season on deer in Hancock, Knox, Lincoln, Sagadahoc, Waldo, and Washington counties.
••*The special sea duck season is for all coastal waters and all waters of rivers and streams seaward from the firs~pstream bridge; in all other areas, sea
ducks may be taken only during the regular open season on ducks.
SUNDAY HUNTING: Illegal in Maine.
SHOOTING HOURS: On animals, V2 hour before sunrise to 112 hour after sunset, except that during any firearms season on deer, hunting closes at sunset for
all species except raccoon. On game birds, shooting hours are V2 hour before sunrise to sunset.
LICENSES: Hunting license is required. Archery license authorizes hunting with bow and arrow only during any open season on that species, except as otherwise provided. A person with a regular hunting license may also hunt with bow and arrow, except during the special archery season on deer. Special licensestamp required to hunt during muzzleloader season on deer.
STAMPS:

Don't forget to purchase a Maine duck stamp and a federal duck stamp and/or a Maine pheasant stamp if you intend to hunt these species.

BE A GOOD SPORTSMAN: Please keep in mind that not everyone shares our views on hunting and trapping. The actions of all hunters and trappers must be
tempered by the realization that if we want to continue these traditions in the State of Maine, we must all conduct ourselves as true sportsmen: OBEY
THE WILDLIFE LAWS AND RESPECT THE RIGHTS OF OTHERS. Only when we conduct ourselves properly in the field will we earn the respect and support
of the general public.
ALERT US: Poachers are Thieves-Help Us Catch Them-Anti-Poaching Hot Line: 1-800-ALERT US (253-7887).

